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This interim report presents the Sperry efforts to date in its
research ~program investigating predictive instrumentation techniques f'or
manual c trol of aircraft, under Contract NONR-4+l97(OO).

The work accomplished to date includos the followings

(/A detail definition of the characteristics of the control systems*
to be studied. Th1 Jluze to eri eL'aiaon Of the~ ýpedicti-on

Rar mt-zff!d-1WMCfti~ation param-

Atd.

W.Ae design and fabrication of a complex of experimentAl equipment
which will permit the research to be implemented, This cm-Im3±3ts

ofacontrol station fo M&'iT j' pl ~armdt-m,

trl-7tW,- P7flb V'Uk lmoieter,

f*i?,ormance criteria particularly suited to evaluating manual

control capability ff tasks with limited time constraints have
been goemratedy _ _ý7

An exf perimental program which will permit the systematic inclu-
sion of all of the variables vhiLch affect control performance has

been established in detail.

The completion of this research will provide a sound basis for
appropriately applying prediction concepts to specific aircraft maneuver
teaska incorporating prediction information in existing cockpit displays,

and generating nw displays to handle prediction data.(
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This report was prepared by Sperry Gyroscope Company Division of
Sperry Rand Corporation, Great Neck, New York, under Contract No. NONR-

4197(O0).

Predictive instrumentation involves the presentation of informa-
tion to the vehicle operator regarding the fuire state of the vehicle as
the result of contingent control inputs. As presently conceived, th.'s is
accomplished by presenting extrapolated paths based on the present positIon
of the vehicle, the contingent control input, and the dynamic characteris-

tics of the control system.

Information pertaining to the result of a particular control
input before that input is made, can be of significant value to the opera-

tor, particularly in time-constrained situations. In time-constrained,
error-nulling situations, w*here the vehicle must be correctly positioned

within a given time, it is not always sufficient to present "quickened"
flight director coinand informat\,bn (reference 1). While this information
tells the pilot which control Input is codrect, it gives no information
regarding the time required to arrive at the desired end state. The
maneuver may be correct, but it may take too long. Therefore, information
inve'ving both manmuver appropriateness and maneuver time in relation to
available time would have utility in such situations. This is what pre-
dictive instrumentation accomplishes. It puts the projected result of a
control input into the context of available time, and in effect, tells the
pilot what his future position will be, and when this will occur.

Prodictioa information can be used with or without flight director
instrumentation. Used together, prediction places the command information
in a time context so that the pilot is told what to do (flight director)
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and how long the complete maneuver will take (prediction). Predictive
information itself gives the pilot future maneuver data In position and

time for specific control inputs, but it does not give him control command

information.
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SECTION II

PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

The prediction techniques being investigated in this program are

of two types. Those based on fixed stick inputs are termed simple pre-
diction systems, while those based on quickened or director programs to

control stick inputs are called flight path prediction systems. The effec-

tiveness of these systemz must be compared to performance levels achieved

with manual control systems and with director control systems. A descrip-

tive summary of all systems being investigated is presented in the follow-

ing paragraphs.

2-1. SIMPLE MANUAL CONTROL

The human pilot is presented with displacement information only,

as in figure 1. He can obtain rate information visually by observing the

rate of change of displacement, through the motion of the vehicle with

respect to the desired course. Acceleration feedback may also be ctained

to some extent from arn curvature tbAt the path of the vehicle nay exhibit.

The operator controls stick position to return the vehicle to the on-course,
and to maintain this flight path, before the vehicle reaches the gate at

the end of its run. The vehicle has a constant speed in the longitudinal
deviatlon, which defines the time available for the control task.

2-2. DIRECTOR CONTROL

A flight director 'tomputer combines displacement, rate, and

higher derivative informatic i to provide ,a single command signal which the

pilot can easily satisfy continuously with appropriate control inputs. The

flight director display may be in either pursuit or compensatory form, and

it is pkesented as the indicator with the single element in figure 2. The

vehicle will return to the desired course in a stable manner; the exact
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pash will depend on the initial conditions, te dynami• cheract~ri&A-cs of

the vehicle, a:• the sans..-tiyities ielectcd for iiputs to tha fl'ght. direc-

to". The position of tb. vehicle w~th respect to the on-couro . also

displayed for purposes of situation asssament (mor itoring),

2-3. S1WL; PREDICTI0O

The position of the vehicle in relation to the on -ourse is di,-
played as in the case of simple manual control. In addition, one ok more
predicted flight paths are also presented, a-s i.dica~ed in figure 3. lies.:

represent the path of the vehicle if the control were immediately returned
to neutral, or slIntained in its present position) and the paths if t•hi

cntrol were similarly plAced in eitter the left or r~ght extrem* Qr hard-

over positions. The pilot decide& when and haw to manipulate the control

on the basis of the presant position of th* vehicle and the predicted

flight paths.

2-4. SIMPLE PREDICTION WITH DIRECTOR CONTROL

This control scheme is A composite of Simple Prediction and

Director Control, and its display is pftsented In figure 4. The prediction

information is used to reduce large 41iplacements in relativlly short time

periods, while the director provides stable coupling to the oxt-course.

2-5. FLIGHT PATE PREDICTION WITH DIRECTOR CONTROL

Toe pr•edicted/ilight path of the vehicle J.f the pilot were to

continuously satisfy &1.Adirector commands is presented in the disp••y in

figure 5. The pilot h#(s an ismediate indication whether the flight direc-

tor program is adequate to reduce the displacement, and its rate to accep-

tably low values In the t±k or range renmantg for the maneuver.

2-6.. FLITo PAE= PREDICTION WITH PARAI3TRIC DIRECTOR CONTROL

This ystsm is identical to the preceding Flight Path Prediction
System, with the exception of on key addition. The pilot can modify the
flight'director control program it the prediction information indicates
that the program is inadequate to reduce the displacement and/oi; rate error
in the time remaining. Thus, in figure 6, the pilot reduces tkuý response
time of the system by altering the flight directrr program until prediction
for the modified program indicates that it is satisfactory, e.g., the
dotted flight path.
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SECTION III

PARAMET MRS TO BE INVESTIGATED

The factors which affect performance levels achieved in manual

control tasks may be classified 4.n thrv.e categories: predic.tion parameters,

system characteristics, and situation parameters.

3-1. PREDICTION PARA-METERS

Three aspects of prediction are important: what is predicted,
howt far ahead in time is it predicted, and how often is it repeated on the
dis3play?

A. NUMBER AND TYPE OF PREDICTIONS

The quality of information presented by means of the display is

affeoted by the nature of the prediction. That is, how useful is the pre-

dictive information given to the operator? For simple prediction techniques

the nature of the 'nformatior& is a pred-ati-rn of the future path of the

vehicle based on a contingent control stick position. It is possible to

predict, on- the basis of arW stick position, the vehicle motion which woutld

result from the control being in thnt positior.+ Por simple prediction,

useful displays to an operator consist of irf. r.'jation relating to what

would happen if the stick Were in the hard-op' !lositions, and/or the

center (zero acceleration) position, and/c: tA.& pr•,esent stick position.

Extreme positions tell the operator the lir.Uts of control capability, null

position tells 1dtm the effect of no more ccritrol inputs, aLd the present

position tells him the effect of no control: change.

For director control, the control inputs are constrained by the

director program from which the track of the vehilce may be predicted and

displayed.
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B. PRKDICTION PERIOD

Regardless of what is predicted, the period of time for which it

is predicted has Informational importance. Some considerations are invol-

*ed in this parameter to determine suitable limits. The utility of pre-

diction is based on the operator being able to act on this information.
for example, if a system cannot respond in less than 2 seconds, it does nio

good to predict for only oae second ahead, since the operator is unable to

take any effeotive action. Conversely, a prediction beyond the available

maneuver time has no practical value for the operator, since he is not

ccncerned with what happens ater the available time has elapsed. The

limits of this parameter are defined than by the system' a response time at

the lower end, and by the available time at the upper end. It is logical

t/At the prediction period should be a function of available time rather

than a prescribed number of seconds. That is, the operator may want to

see 3 seconds prediction for a 10-second problem, but 9 seconds for a 30-

second problem. In both cases he is seeing ahead 30 percent of the time

before the final gate is reached. It is improtant to detex-mine system

performance as a fAnction of predicting different proportions of available

time.

C. PREDICTION UPIITION RATE

A thd isportmat considereation in displaying predicted informa-

tion Is the vqpfitioia nte at which it is displayed, Here again, available

time Is eWtlatl in busiim the utility of repeated inforaiation. For

long-teom PiQW 1*646MW Is not interested in very rapid repetitions

of easd 3IFtion, but would probably be able to profit

m•IlIn i doeterslnLing the value of prediction

Speriod a L. tkat they provide adequate information to

allow for _ 4ukrol inputs. In this regard, relationship

betwe"m o eti,%ion rate wdsts. For example, in short-

teon prooe , I t M rats his prediction updated eost frequently and

Wents to a &a.v.v short time ahead. In long-tern problems where

sboet-timo no aot ertieal, he would be adequately served by a

longer preiidet& p9 e wbioh is updated less frequently. Thus, the

prediction pesW Wed vopetition rate parameters are interdependent, both

being based em £vanl lUe tite. Their influmnce on the display is indicated

in figure 7.

3-2
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3-2. SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

System performance is mediated by the dynamic characteristics of

the system, which determine how the system responds to the control input.

The nature of these dynamics vary with the mathematical order of the system,
as indicated in table 1.

TABLE 1

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Order of Dynamic Control
yLstem Parameters Input

First Velocity y

Second C, 0n Acceleration y

Third W, C, an Rate of
Acceleration y

Table 1 pertains to a system in which position is the controlled
variable, but its form has general application.

For a first-order system the relevant parameter is a time-constant,

i. While the first-order system cannot overshoot, it is affected by the
parameter r in terns of the time before the desired output is reached. For

second-order system the parameters are damping C, which determines the

shape of the response track, and natural frequency, w., which determines

the extension of the track in real time.

These dynamus determine the system's transient response charac-
teristics azd, for a director-type predictive system, are used to trace the

predicted path. • this technique it becomes possible for the operator to

be shown the path the system takes when ;he control input is as directed,

an4 whether the uammver wil be completed in time.

Sines the tienaient response characteristics determine system
performance and these characteristics are determined by the system dynamics,

their importance is evident. In the non-directed system, the operator, in

effect, is the oa who determines these response characteristics by modify-

ing control inputs to modulate the system dynamics.

3-3. SITUATION 1APATIRS

The situation parameters define in detail the problem with which
the operator is confronted in the control task, as indicated in figure 8.
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A. AVAILABLE TINE

As an example, consider the problem confronting the operator

whose control task is to position the vehicle correctly with respect to an
"on-course" line within a given time limit. This time limit is determined
by the forward velocity of the vehicle and the distance to the end gate.
As the available time decreases, the demands on 'the operator to make a
correction more quickly and/or more drastically increase. Consequently,
available time is critical in determining the requirements of the system,
and its performance can be evaluated as a function of this parameter.
Indeed, success or failure of a maneuver is determined in terms of available

time; for correction is or is not possible depending on how much time

remains-in which to make thi correction. Even when enough, time is avail-
ablr6, it behooves the operator to make the correction as quickly as possi-

•ble in order to unburden himself toward the end of the problem (that is,

to allow as much margin for safety as possible). In this sense, the oper-
ator is practically constrained to null the system's error state as quickly

as possible with available time as a limiting factor.

B. INITIAL ERROR AND ERROR RATE

The need for corrective control Inputs in any problem situation

is contingent upon the existence of an error state. An error state results

from a positional error, for exampleg a displacement of the vehicle from

the course line, or from a track headin error which produces an error

rate, or a combination of position and tseok heading errors.

As the error Wtiem of 9w th ten varies so does the require-

ment for the r•tem to eewiest it. Vjta given available time the greater
the error eoditiom, imNo pgaws Ui s=M a n the system.

,here to a waa, betam ilable time and error condi-

tion which detes•iase __O a qrswm. A combination of these

two factors e•a be sm" a" -Nib #q#I! IS mapable of successful maneuver,

if there Is not ewwq tta to mll O ts easting error. For a given
system then, an onvalope of haaibilty oft be determined on the basis of
error conditIoms, system eomrseteristies, ad available time.

The nature of the tMaNsient reSpaoo of a second order system

subjoect. to an initial error ad an initial rror rate is presented in
figures 9 and 10. The effect of the parasetors C and wn on the response is

indicated in these figures. The data on which the response to an initial

position error (figure 9) is based, Is staklrd in the literature, as for
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example, reference 2. However, the response to an initial error rate is

not available, and was developed on this program as presented in Appendix

A. The combination of data for error and error rate enables one to deter-

mine the response of the linear system subject to any combinI initial

error and error rate by superposition.
I ý

3-)+. DISPLAY PARAMETERS

There are a number of display parameters which mediate the quality

of predictive information presented to the operator. These include trace

persistence, intensity and contract levels, and symbol size and shape.

A. TRACK PERSISTENCE

In a CRT presentation, predictive inr'ormation is presented in the

form of successive traces spaced a relatively short time apart, which may

overlap. The persistence of the trace must be considered in terms of

possible confusion due to superimposition. If persistence time is too long,

the effect of successive presentations may be a confusion of lines so that
it is difficL t to tell them apart. If persistence time is too short, on

the other hand, information may be lost. Thi prediction is generated by a

fast time extrapolation of present position and takes a finite time to

trace out In its entirety. If persistence is too short, the beginning of

the trace can disappear before the end is generated. The phenomenal

result would not be a complete line trace. As a result, variable inter-

mediate information may be lost.

B4ý INTENSITY A" CONTRAST LEVMLS

Information is of no value if it cannot be seen clearly by the

operator. In order tc maximize clarity of information it is important to

consider contrast and intensity levels, particularly where tnese parameters

are used to distinguish one piece of information from another, e.g., present

stick position prediction distinguished from center stick position by dif-

ferent intensity levels.

C. SYMBOL SIZE AND SHAPE

The size and shape of the symbology representing the present or

the terminal position of the vehicle can affect the information aspects

of the display.
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D. GutARY

These display characteristics, although parametric in nature, are

presently not being considered as experimental variables. Instead,.parti-
cular values of each have been selec3ted from a range available with the

experimental equipment. These are assumed to be adequate for the presenta-
tion of information.
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SECTION IV

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

A view of the arrangement of experimental equipment which has

been designed and fabricated for this research program is shown in figure

11. This complex does not include the analog computer and the data recorders.
A close-up of a test subject in his seat with the primary CRT display, the

flight director below the CRT, and the control stick is shown in figure 12.

A detail description of all of the components in the complex,
and their relationships is presented in this section.

-1-. GENERAL

A simplified breakdown of the system is presentel in the system

block diagram, figure 13. The major subdivisions are indicated, together

with the interconnections, and inputs and outputs. The system consists of

- Analog Computeo, Reeves Model 400C

- Control Panel

- Switches and Pattern Generator Unit

- Image Programmer

OsoillosoOpe (CRT Display).

The Analog Computer (figure 14) receives input signal information
from the control stick and processes it to derive the required voltages to
generate all traces.

The Control Panel contains the indicator lights, switches, and

controls to allow selection of mode of operation and adjustment of problem
time, initial delay of stick control, initial error, initial error rate,

computer coefficients, and electrical stick stiffness. In addition, the
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the Control Panel has the problem start push-button with indicator light

indications for computer ready, recorders ready and problem on. At the

end of the problem, the equipment resets automatically.

The Switches and Pattern Generator Unit contains the gates that

control the flow of analog data to the oscilloscope. Actuating pulses

for the gates are received from the Image Programmer and convert the corn-

puter information from parallel to serial form, as required by the oscillo-

scope. The Switches and Pattern Generator Unit offers controls for adjust-

ing the display time for the fast traces, the dead time between traces,

and percentage of the fast traces to be blanked. In addition, there are

controls for adjusting sizes of real-time and fast-time vehicle identifi-

cation images, either crosses, circles, or both.

The Image Programmer generates the pulses required to fire the

switches and effects a multiplexing program of the computeri analog outputs

to make them compatible with the oscilloscope. As indicated in figure 15,
image programming functional drawing, the 400-cps voltage supply is used
as the tite reference and input, and is shown going into a frequency doubler

The output is an exact double mAltiple of the 00-cps source and goes to

two blocks. One block is a one-shot mwltivibrator (140 microsecond pulse)

and via the blanking circuits (subsequent block) blanks the retrace lines

on the oscilloscope. The output of the frequency doubler also goes to four

flip-flops in cascade where the 800 pulses per second (double 400) are suc-

cessively reduced by factors of two down to 50 pulses per second. The last

of these is used as the tm repetition rate of the system. Emitter fol-

lowers are used in oejintiea wift the flip-flops to increase the fan-out

capabilitiesl that is, allow 4aifiqam fore loads. Ultimately, the

X and ! switches ae fired VW ws o thwe AND gates, OR gates, pulse ampli-

fiersl and switch duivers. he-ti- JVe functions of the switches are in-

dicated to the right of eafc I ad I pair. If± total, sixteen pairs are

shown; this arises tfrom the fe p-nlops which have 24 or 16 discrete

states. Sixteon switches a"e piwled on the Image Programmer to allow
switching in or out an of the data on the 16-switch pairs. Actually, the

gating of information is not al•oe•e rather, the images on the scope are

blanked or unblanked by their respeetive switches in the group ot 16.

In addition, the Image Programer has the power-on switch, where-

by inputs of +25 vdc, -25 vdc, -80 vdc and 115 vac, 400 cps can simultan-

eously be applied to the entire system. A fuse and an indicator light are

included for each voltage.
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The Oscilloscope (figure 16) is a Model 2130-S manufactured by

Electromec, Inc. Los Angeles, Cal. It features a 21-inch screen with P-7

phosphor. This is a double phosphor giving two colors, blue and yellow-

green; persistences to 10 percent point are 0.0003 and 0.4 second, respec-

tively. The oscilloscope is operated on its side to position the long axis
vertically. The face has been modified so that an edge-illuminated scribed
reticule is superimposed on the CRT. Provisions are included so that sev-
eral plexiglass filters may be inserted between reticule and oscilloscope
face. The filters, from Ronm and Haas, are:

- Cat. No. 2064, Light Smoky

- Cat. No,, 2074, Heavy Smoky

- Cat. No. 2208, Yellow

Two of each are on hand and combinations may be employed to effect

control of the apparent persistence of the CRT.

4-2. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUITS

A. ANALOG COMPUTER

The basic blocks within the Reeves Model 400C computer ar, the con-
ventional high gain feedback amplifiers that are utilized as summers and

integrators. The other elements within the computer such as ser-os, lim-

iters, and diode function generators are not used. Two auxiliary six-

channel recorders are available and are employed to produce permanent

traces of various voltages. Patching of the recorders is simple, and the

total of twelve channels gives wide capability for recording the simultan-

eous behavior of many signals.

Two patch panels have been wired up as indicated in

- Figure 17, Computer System Block, Quadruple Trace

- Figure 18, Computer System Block, Flight Path Trace.

Without further changes, each of these patches produces its own

mode of operation.

A few added features were required in the computer to make possi-
ble the fast traces. The standard integrators with the one microfarad

feedback capacitor have been modified so that 0.2, JO.l, 0.05 or 0.025 micro-

farad capacitors may be substituted. These correspond to fast-time factors

of 5, 10, 20 or 40, equal to the reciprocal of feedback capacitor in
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microfarads. A four-position multiple deck selector switch, on the front

panel of the computer, allows switchirg to the desired fast-time factor.

In all, 9 of the 20 integrators have been modified. Details of the com-
ponents and interconnections are indicated in figure 19.

The computer modifications also include isolating the reset and

hold relay busses of the modified integrators from the unmodified units.
These busses, for the fast-elements, are energized from circuitry in the

Switch and Pattern Generator Unit. The relay busses are pulsed at a rate

from approximately twice a second to approximately once every five seconds.

The rate is continuously variable by controls on the front panel of the

unit.

One of the controls adjusts the length of the fast-time trace

display. The other controls the time in which the computer remains in

reset, the dead time.

A switch is included on the front panel of the computer so that

the reset and hold relay bus7ses may either be connected for normal opera-

tion or the ,odified integrators may be isolated. Details are shown in

figure 20. The reset rates selected set acceptable limits on the frequency

of actuations of the relays. As an example, two reset cycles per second

amount to one-million relay actuations in approximately 130 hours; this

has been chosen as a limit for failure-free operation.

B. CONMOL PAML

The Control Panel contains the circuitry shown in figure 21.
Maally adjustable potentiometers are included as controls on inputs to

the syst. Ilng the two-ganged acceleration limit potentiometers,

they awe all 10-turn precision types with digital knobs so that reset-

ability Is good to one part in a thousand. The functions the potentiometers

control a% as Indicated on the schematic and are self-explanatory. Physi-

0al positioings e as indicated in figure 22.

In addition, the Control Panel has two 4-pole, double-throw relsys.

One is the start relay which electrically latches itself in when the start

button is pushed, and drops out automatically when the problem is over.
This feature has been included to, keep use of the analog computer to a

minimum. The other relay is the control delay relays which is energized
when the control stick pick-off arm is to be connected to the system. At

the start of a problem, a short period of time elapses during which the
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control stick has no effect; i.e., the control delay relay is de-energized.

The length of this period is conLroJlable by the control delay potentiometer,

shown with its associated circuitry in figure 21. At the end of the period,

the control delay relay is energizedand the stick acquires control. The

purpose of the delay is to allow the subject to familiarize himself with

the given initial conditions before he can exercise control. The control

delay circuitry consists of a monostable flip-flop, with the reset time

r,,being controlled by varying the time constant of the control delay potentio-

,-meter (1 megohm) and the 22-microfarad capacitor. The contacts of both

relays are interconnected with the system as shown on the schematic

(figure 21).

C. SWITCHES AND PATTERN GENERATOR

The circuits in the Switches and Pattern Generator are as shown

in the following figures:

- Switches, figure 23

- 3.2 KC Oscillator and Pattern Generator, figure 24

- Computer Timing Circuits, figure 20.

The potentiometers indicated are all placed on the front panel of

the unit. Their functions were described previously in this section.

1. Switches

The switches supply input X and Y information to the oscillo-
scope in serial form, to time share the wTiting beam. All solid state
circuitry is used with solid state switches of the type 2N1640 by Crysta-

lonics, Inc. This ii a PNP symmetrlcal silicon transistor with very low

leakage currents, less than 12 ohms. This device is used to clamp the mid-

point of parallel summing resistors to tround. Summing resistors that

parallel sum positiva or negative voltages at inputs to the oscilloscope.

By actuating these switches in the desired sequence, the analog positioning

or Lissajous pattern voltages may be summed through, or shunted ta ground.

The midpoints of the summing resistors are chosen so that neither sum point

nor signal sources are ever clamped to ground.

2. 3.2 KC Oscillator and Pattern Generator

The 3.2-kc oscillator generates the voltages to be used for the

Lissajous cross or circle identifying the real- or fast-time vehicle posi-

tion. These voltages are parallel summed with the appropriate X-Y
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positioning d-c voltages to produce dynamic signals cousisving of a 3.2-kc

Lissajous voltage riding on a d-c component for X axis and for Y axis.

The 3.2-kc frequency is used to assure more than one complete
sinusoid per displev interval. The display interval is defined as the
period of time that each image is flashed on the oscilloscope per frame.
Insofar as there are 50 frames per second, each frame takes 20 milliseconds.
Dividing this into 16 parts by the & flip-flops in the Image Programmer,
each lasts 1.25 milliseconds. Subtracting 0.1O millisecond for retrace
line blanking, the display interval then becomes 1.11 milliseconds. Since
the time for one 3.2-ke sinusoid is 0.313 millisecond, the oscillator fre-
quency and display interval are compatible.

The sclection of 3.2-kc, an inte.-al multiple of the basic 400
cps, eliminates "rolling" of patterns and beat frequencies that may be set

up by the power source. If successive frames do not paint the same patterns
with same positions of sine waves, the Jrregularities that exist are seen
running through the images.

The oscillator is essentially a tuned resonant tank which receives
voltage pulses from a 4O-taicrosecond, one-shot multivibrator. By passing
the output through several filter sections, a clean sinusoidal signal is
derived with the amplitude remaining fixed within prescribed limits. This
output then goes to the six potentiometers and associated resistors and
capacitors that make up the Pattern Generator. In-phase, out-of-phase, and
90-degree phased voltages are produced and are used to generate the Lissa-

jous patterns for the real- and fact-time vehicle images, crosses or
circles.

3. Co2uter TUInA Ciroidta

The sahematic diagram for the computer timing circuits (figure
20) shows the technique employed for periodic resetting of the fast-time
integrators in the computer. A pover transistor (2N389 or equivalent) pro-
duces high current pulses In the X and Y relay busses to the fast-time
elements. The pulse width and repetition rate are produced by the fast-
time repetition rate generator. T;As generator is a free runnin& mulri-
vibrator where on and off times differ and are controllable via a potentio-
meter. Thus, two potentiometers are included, one to control the length
of the fast-time display interva!, arn the other to control the dead time
interval during which the computer ls reset.
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The remainder of the circuitry is used to blank part of fast-time

traces. The ramp voltage across the 22-microfarad capacitor near the dead

time adjust is used as P. time base. It is scaled down by a 2 K potentio-

meter, called fast time trace length adjust, and then applied to a Schmitt

trigger squarer. By adjusting tLe 2 K pot, the point where the Schmitt

trigger fires is continuously controllable, relative to the fast-time
traces. Thus, a variable blanking pulse is available at the output of the
Schmitt trigger. This signal. in turn, goes through an AND gate and then
an OR gate to the blanking circuits in the Image Programmer. The purpose

of the AND gate is to make certain that the fast-time tracu blanking is

effectual only during the intervals when the fast-time traces are being

generated. The OR gate combines the output with all the inputs to the

total blanking circuits in the Image Programmer.

D. IMAGE PROGRAMMER

The contents of the Image Programmer are shown in two schematics:

- Timing Pulses Generation, figure 25

- AND and OR Gates, figure 26.

The functional irawing in rigure 15 indicates the major subdiv-

isions of the Image Programmer and the flow of signals.

The basic design establishes a time reference locked to the 400-

cycle power source frequency, and effects a multiplexing program to fire

the switches in their correct timing sequence.

1. Tiirag Pulses Generation

The time reference p ulses are generated as indicated in figure

25. The flow starts at the frequency doubler. where 400 cps is converted

to 800 pulses per second. These are squared by a Schnitt trigger with an

output that drives both the 3*2-kc oscillator and a bank of 4 flip-flops in

cascadoo In the flip-flops, 1he pulses are buccessively divided by two to

produce 40, 200, 100 and 50 pul -oes per second. The last of these pulses

controls the frame rate. The flip-flops are triggered ty trailing edge

fall-time of one microsecond or less, and the two outrucs per flip-flop

drive eight emitter followers for greater fan-out cap'dbility; i.e., to

allow driving greater loads. The loads to the emitter followers are the

AND gates shown in matrix form in figure 26. The signal are identified
as A, 1, B, 1, C, C, D and D.
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Figur3 25 also contains the total blankin circuit, that drive

the Z axis of the oscilloscope. These include a one-shot multivibrator

that produces 0.1 1 0-millisecond pulses to occlude the retrace lines on the

scope. All other inputs to the total blankin circuits are combined via

an OR gate, so that any tine interval may be blanked by supplying approxi-

mately +10 volts into any input to the OR gate. The threshold is at approx-

imately +5 volts. The output of the total blanking is a train of jul4es

that are at either of two levels, -5 volts or -80 volts. These produce

iunblanking or blanking respectively. The last stage is an emitter follower

to give a low output impedance and sufficient drive to the scope.

2. AND and OR Gates

The AND gates accept the light outputs from the flip-flops through

their associated emitter followers, identified as A, A, B, -, C, _, D and

D, and produce 16 outputs in parallel form. The 16 output signals are on

individual wires and are inputs to the OR gates. At any time, only one of

these lines is energized with approximately +10 volts. This on condition

is switched from one wire to the next until all 16 are travorsed, and then

the process is recycled. The period of time that each of the wires remains

energized corresponds to tVat display interval, including the blanking of

0.140 millisecor .

The outputs from the AND gates are directed to a 16 x 16 open

OR matrix, referred io as the OR gates.- By appropriate placement of inter-

connecting diodes, the outputs are programmed to yield the images and

patterns desired.

The arrangement Is psvtatiuarly suitable from the standpoints of

versatility and flexibility. Changes In displayed images can be made

readily by simply altebq go q•em array of diod's. Thus, greater lati-

tude in reprogram•in eand e tenoe are both afforded.

The outputs at tM OR gates actuate the switches in figure 23 in

the approprU4te tim e me, m determined by the matrixing.

4-3 CONSTRUCTION FEATIS

The circuitry conhtruction Is of the open type, which offers

several distinct advantagess

- standard components may be used to minimize total cost
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- greater ease in maintainability anr1 repair is derived to reduce

down time

- larger components with higher ratings may be used to give a

higher reliability

- hot spots which accelerate breakdowns and make the circuit

designs more difficult are eliminated.

The system, exclusive of relays in the computer and control panel,

does not have moving parts. It features all solid state devices in lieu

of vacuum tubes for the circuits especially developed for this equipment.

Figures 27 and 28 show the packaging employed. The new circuits

are contained within standard chassis enclosures with standard covers to

provide dust proofing and protection. All components are accessible when

covers are removed. A cabling diagram for the system is shown in figure

29.

Control switches, knobs, and indicator lights incorporated on

each assembly offer wide ranges in controlling inputs, outputs, and

function-.

In Summarythe equipment has been designed to the research

requirements to:

- keep engineering and fabrication costs to a minimum

- provide for maximum trouble-free operation

- afford widest control of the variables

- make certain that engineering design places no limitation on

the research goals.
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SECTION V

FD%1ORMANCE CRITERIA

Analysis of performance is aimed at determining levels of capa-
bility for each prediction technique as a function of different parametric
ccnditions. What this amounts to is the examination of maneuver proficiency
in terms of accuracy, time to completion, and ease of effort.

5-1. ACCURACY

Regardless of the speed and facility of a maneuver, its quality

rests on whether or not it is successful, since its sole purpose is to
accomplish a desired end state.

Maneuvr success can be defined operationally in terms of accept-

able limits of enor (st) and error rat* (it) at the end gate. Based on

these limits, a inooss envelope can be devoloped against which to compare

the iyetem perftoams.o The limiting conditions for thij envelope are that

the fi Al aMa k within gate limits, and that final error rate be low
*nough to penmt Ws vewol, to eontime within the gate confines. As a
oonequeaee of wte limiting eonedtioa, w•en of is at a maximum and
positive, it =at be ngative. Convirsely, when et is maximum and negative,

4.t must he po4iw. These relationships are shown as the ne.1t page. The

tollowing eW w Wtine the upr and low? boundaries of the success
envelopes

it b

L
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where w is the gate width, L is the total specified length of

travel of the vehicle beyond the gate, and x is the longitudinal speed of

the vehicle.

The frequency distribution of error and error rate at the gate

is another quantitative criterion for accuracy which may augment the prin-

cipal maneuver success measure.

5-2. MANUUVIR TINE

The tU it takes to complete [the maneuver is an indication, of

system capability. It takes on critical-importance in time-constrained

situations, where the operator is concerned with compl6ting the maneuver as

quickly as possible.

In addition, maneuver time as a proportion of total available

time is a measure of the temporal margin of safety made possible by the

particular symtem. In the context of a time-constrained situation, it is

desirable for the operator to unburden himself from actual stick controlling

as quickly as possible so he is able to monitor for last minute corrections

or, attend to other tasks involved in the situation.

As a performance criterion, maneuver time is conceptually inde-

pendent of accuracy considerations if it is considered as the time

elapsing between the start of the problem and the cessation of control

stick movements. In other words, it would be possible for an operator

to complete a maneuver quickly and for the maneuver not to be success-

ful. If maneuver time is made contingent on maneuver success, on the

other hand, only successful trials can be considered when maneuver time
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Is measured. Since maneuvor success is presumed to be an overriding
criterlon, maneuver tWa vi be recorded only for successful trials.

Ibmeuver time vili be recorded as the tine elapsing between the%
start of the problem and the cessation of control stick movements for suc-
cessflet mewmaveru. . .

5-3. STICK NOTION

A third aspect of performance in addition to accuracy and time

is ease of efforts, the "cost to the organism". The merits of a system

can be meaningfully measured in terms of how much effort the operator mast

expend to make the systel work effectively. In the problem situation,

measurable effort consists in acving the stick to' impart control inputs.
The measure taken here to indicate effort is the magnitude of stick dis-
placement Integrated over probl O time.

An additional measure of the ease with which the system can be

sucaossfully maneuvered is the number of control stick reversals required

during the problem. The nature of the control, since it involves the addi.

tion and elimination of lateral acceleration, requires some control stick

reversal in order to mall out lateral velocity. Systems can be differen-

tially compared, howeverl on the basis of the total number of control re-

versals needed to effett a iyien maneuver. This measure of performance

mist, however, be considered In relation to maneuver time. In an error

=iling task, a aliýht iteral acceleration will allow the system to

approach the desired path ulsly enough so that it can coast in with a

amman of ontrol reverMag but not in tIM to meet de adline. Some more

() drastic lateralt aee•ertioa Ins cessary to bring the vehicle close to the

correct path In a aet •tm• at the expense of overshoot with stick

reversal.

CN.I. omL @OUZMZIOUS

In a tile-ostraAped, error-nulling situation, late errors are

more consequential than early errors because of the relative lack of time

to correct them. It my seem reasonable that performance measures, parti-

cularly error, should be weighted by some function of time. This would hays

the effect of ponalisig later errors, which Is appropriato in the time

restrioted problem. Mhile this is not done explicitly in the performance
masures indicated, It Is Implicit in both the accuracy and time measures.
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The system is being operated to meet a time-deadline, and errors made or

left uncorrected late in the situation impose a more severe requirement on
the system for successful maneuver within the time limit. Late errors
also increase the total maneuver time.



SECTION VI

EXPERIMENTAL PROGBRAM,

The experimental program consists of an evaluation of manual

control performance achieved through the use of prediction and non-predic-

tion systems, in the context of the relevant prediction, system, and

situation parameters. The evaluation involves measurement of performance

with each system in a variety of time-constrained problem situations.

6-1. SYSTEMS AND RELEVANT PARAMETERS

The six systems to be evaluated fall into three pairs with res-
pect to prediction capability.

A. NON-PRZDICTION SYSTEMS

For these systems, the only information explicitly presented to
the pilot subject is the position of the vehicle as it moves in real time,
ad pOsitional error wi th respect to the desired position. One system is
unquickemd while the o'r has director control.

Performance levels with these tWo systems constitute a base line

a•sast which to evaluate the utility 6~f the prediction techniques under

O*gMition.

The parameters which are relevant here are available time, initial

error ad in•tial error rate, and system dynamics.

Be SIMPLE PREDICTION SYSTEMS

For this pair of systems, the explicit information presented is

the vehicle position with respect to the desired position and the predicted

path(s) of the vehicle for a specified time in the future, contingent on

one or more contro, stick positions.
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This pair of systems will be evaluated for performance with

different values of available time, initial error, initial error rate,

number and type of prediction trace, prediction period, prediction repeti-

tion rate, and system dynamics.

C. FLIGHT-PATH PREDICTION SYSTEMS

This type of system involves a predicted path contingent on con-
trolling the vehicle in accordanca with the flight director commands. That
is, it predicts the path of the vehicle as it would occur if the director
were nulled. With the parametric director system, the pilot subject is
able to modify the director program to produce a more suitable path for the

vehicle. Performance with this pair is examined in the light of the follow-
ing parameters: available time, initial error, initial error rate, pre-

diction repetition rate, and system dynamics. The prediction period is

made long enough to cover the complete problem time available.

Table 2 presents a summary of the systems to be studied, and then

the relevant parameters to be investigated.

The nature of a system transient response to an error or error

rate-nulling control input is determined by the dynamics of the system

plus the magnitude of the error condition. The time it takes to null the

error as a function of these parameters constitutes system response time.

The variation of system dynamics and initial error conditions can be made,

then, in terms of the response time. Response time as a proportion of
available time is an impOrtant measure of the inherent capability of the

system.

This concept permits a more convenient way of varying many param-

eters simultaneously in a manner that reduces the number of discrete ex-

perimental tria'.s necessary to explore system performance comprehensively.r a
For example, to vary seven parameters simUJtaneously, with a minimum number

of three values tor each parameter to proquce functional data would result
in 37 or more then 2000 discrete trials per, subject without replication.

Combining system dynamics, initial error, and initial error rate to produce

functional values of system response time reduces this number to a manage-
able level.
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Non-Predict
Parameters Manual Dire

Prediction:

Number of traces

Period

Repetition rate

System:
Dynamics X

Situation:
Available time X

Initial error X

Initial error rate X



TABLE 2

ITAL PROGRAM SHOWING SYSTZ%(S
I RELEVANT PARAMETERS

,ý,Simple Prediction Fiight Path Prediction

Without Wit-1 Fixed Parametric
Director Director Director Director

x x

x x

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x
x (ýx x x

SX X X

x!! x! x!! x!!
i0 i ii ii i i



6-2. SUBJECTS

Six subjects with pilot experience have been selected for the
inc-.stigztion. It -s intended that inexperienced subjects will also be
",ised -t a latex stage to investigate the effects of experience on

Perfiormance.

6-3. EXPLPIML'NTAL PROCEDURE

For each pair of tests, eacr. subject is told to steer the vehic2e
to tiie "on course" line as quickly as possible, and to keep it on course

until it passes through the gate. He is made familiar with each display by

- observing passively while a sample problem is run with each
display

- b: examining a static sketch describing the different displays
Pnd the inrormation presented

- y, -Acing with each display to "get a fee)." for the task.

The practice trials are different from any of the experimental trials.
Since all conditions and displey are counterbalanced in order of presenta-

tion, the effect of practice and of presentation sequency are distributed

evenly over all conditions.

6-4. PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The following performance measures will be used in accordance
with the performance criteria established in Section V.

A. MAN,• i SUCCEBS

Final error and error rate are established for tW time the ve.,
hicle passes through the gates frm recorded data. These are compared with
toulrable error conditions (I.e.p a success envelope) to determine the
auccesa or failure of the sm .er

For each experiaental sye., frequency distkibutions are made of,
final error and error rate nagnitudes to determine characteristic residual
error central tarnencies ad variances for mach system.

B. MINEUVER TIME

For success.a•= we9uv,4Ys the time from the start of the problem
tc the point where control inputs cease (i.e., the subject is satisfied

,u-



with the maneuver) is recorded. This will be measured as a proportion of

available (problem) time.

C. INTEGRATED STICK DISPLACEMENT

The amount of stick displacEment is Lategrated over the time of

the problem and recorded to produce a 6ummulative measure of the amount of
effort involved in the maneuver.

D. STICK REVERSALS

The total number of control stick reversals during a trial is

recorded for use as an ancillary measure of effort and as an indication of
maneuver difficulty, control stick reversals having relationship to

correction Inputs.

E.K TRAJECTORY DATA

The path takan by the vehicle during each trial is recorded on
axn. X-Y plotter. This permits analysis of detailed performance to analyze

error tendencies (e.g., whether a particular system tends to produce late

errors, or many small errors as opposed to a few large ones).

F. OPINIONS OF TEST SUBJECTS

In addition to the objective measures indicated, subjective

reactions to each system are iolicited after each test series to obtain

user opi-nions on the qualities of each of the systems. A prepared ques-

tionnaire is used for this purpose.

The data obtained in the'experimental procedures outlined will be

sufficient to establish functional relationships for the performance of

each of the manual control systems considered, in terms of the relevant

parameters.
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APPENDIX A

TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SECOND ORDER SYSTEM SUBJECT TO INITIAL ERROR RATE

The transient response of a second order system subject to an
initial error rate (ko) may be determined conveniently by the application

of the complete Laplace transform including the terms associated with

initial conditions (reference 2).

The displacement error in terms of the Laplace variable S is

-Yo K1  K2
E(S) = - +.------ (1)

S2 + 25nS + w 3 - r1  S - r2

where r, and r 2 are the roots of the characteristic equation, and the K's

are coefficients which may be determined as follows.

K1 =- r1(S) (S- r3 ) = -•ol(r 1 - r%)

-r1
(2)

K2 9(S3) US r2) -#o/(rg - r 1 )

Therefore,

=-•o/(r 1 - I's) 9*#Igr - (3)

S-r 1  '-r 2

The corresponding displacement in the time domain c(t) Is

E(t) = "_o eerst r(4

r( rg
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Vhea C C 1, for which case the system is underdamped,

r,= - Cn+ ji Ii _-C

r. = - C.- j *WP

The displacement function c(t) in equation (4) may be reduced using equa-
tions (5) mad the Euler relationship

ee cos 8 + j sin a (6)

t) - * sin ("' t J1 - (7)

Vhen C > 1, representing an overdamped system,

r,= - n - wjn C2 - 1

(8)

and equsatio (4) may be transformed to

it) . sinh (.mt JC j)- 1( (9)

Ahes 8 a4t" is oeitisell damped, the roots r, and r2 are both
oqm&Z t9 *, ,s4ad the eefflelwet z is

++'0* RCS)I"+ • 11 (S- r)l ) (10)

,+++,+

A-9• (11'
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The displacement function in the time domain becomes

e((t) =' -yot e-wnt (12)

Equations (7). (9). and (12) represent the transient response of the system
depicted in figure 10.
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FIGURE I. SAMPLE MANUAL CONI'-,L DISPLAY

/

FIGURE 2. DISPLAY FOR DIRECTOR CONTROL



FIGURE 3. DISPLAY FOR SIMPLE PREDICTION

FYI _

SO1

FIGURE 4. DISPLAY FOR SAMPLE PREDICTION WITH DIRECTOR CONTF~rL
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FFIG RE 5. DISPLAY FOR FLIGHT PATH PREDICTION WITH DIRECTOR CONTROL
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FIGURE 6. DISPLAY FOR FLIGHTV PATH PREDD•ZTI0N WITN PARAMETRIC DIRECTOR CONTROL
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FIGURE 9. TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SECOND ORDER SYSTEM SUBJECT TO INITIAL POSITION ERROR

(,,

FilR t

FIGURE 10, TRANSt'ENT RESPONSE OF SECOND ORDER SYSTEM SUBJECT TO INITIAL ERROR RATE
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FIGURE 16. PREDICTIVE INSTRUMENTATION DISPLAY
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FIGURE22
CONTROL PANEL ARRANGEMENT
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3.Z KC OSCILLATOR AND PATTERN GENERATOR-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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AND and OR GATES-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 28. PREDICTIVE INSTRUMENTATION
CONTROL UNITS
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FIGURE 29
CONNECTOR AND CABLING WIRING (SHEET I OF 2)
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